
 
 

FLOURISH St. Louis Cabinet 
Meeting Summary: March 2016 
 
The FLOURISH St. Louis Cabinet convened on March 10, 2016 to use the guiding principles and criteria 
to select initial strategies.  
 
Context 
Co-Chair, ShaRhonda Thompson and staff member Lora Gulley provided leadership in facilitating the 
work of the Cabinet. ShaRhonda invited Cabinet members to share the perspectives they bring to the 
Cabinet and any actions they took to advance FLOURISH in the last month. 
 
Background – The Cabinet selected two strategies at the February meeting recognizing that more 
exploration and goals for those strategies would need to be examined.  This meeting focused on the 
leadership academy strategy. 
 
Logistics – The Cabinet received updates on the development of the Executive Committee and filling 
Cabinet vacancies. MCFHC Staff Kendra Copanas announced the Quarterly MCFH Coalition meeting on 
March 17th. The theme is The Year of the Healthy Baby.  At that meeting, MCFHC staff will share 
information from FLOURISH Community Listening Sessions. Cabinet members are encouraged to 
attend. There will also be a presentation on changes to the Maternal, Child and Family Health 
Coalition’s name and branding. 
 
Cabinet member Jane Schaefer updated the Cabinet regarding the activities of the Think Tank. She is 
co-leading the Think Tank with Ben Cooper. The Think Tank has received the oriented to FLOURISH and 
given the Cabinet’s guiding principles and criteria. They are currently working on creating a data 
mapping, a data dictionary, and learning from collaborative partners (Ready by 21 and Cradle 
Cincinnati). Think Tank is determining data collection points starting with preconception. They are also 
developing a logical model for the committee’s work. They are reviewing existing infant mortality data 
– PRAMS, PPOR, and FIMR. 
 
Shared Understanding 
MCFHC staff members, Lora Gulley and, Kate Kasper presented information about the Making Change 
Happen Leadership Academy (MCH) to help the Cabinet determine how they might like to make this a 
strategy of the initiative. 
 
MCH is a group of motivated, active, resourceful moms, dads, and community members that want to 
identify issues that get in the way of their health and wellbeing.  MCH empowers those individuals to 
identify conditions that if improved would have an impact on health outcomes.  This works through a 
combination of training and support. Training includes: experimental learning, skill building, peer-to-
peer work, practice in community, feedback and “rap” sessions. MCH meetings are also an outlet for 
members to talk about what is going on in their lives which is an important part of working with 
community members.  
 
MCFHC staff led the Cabinet in discussing this as an identified strategy and asking the Cabinet to 
determine the outcomes they wanted as a result of selecting this as a strategy.  The Cabinet suggested 



some opportunities to align with MCH by: a) engaging the group to review the Cabinet’s work; b) 
engaging the group to determine where MCH wants to influence agencies, organizations, systems, 
policies and then  helping MCH get their foot in the door or provide a way for MCH voices to be heard; 
c) providing training to different groups to start their own leadership academy and; d) create “Aha!” 
moments so the general public can realize the importance for issues raised. 
 
Generally, the Cabinet felt by working with MCH, collectively, the issue of infant mortality would be 
elevated. 
 
Next Steps 
The next meeting is April 14, 2016 from 3 – 5 p.m. at Maternal, Child and Family Health Coalition.   
 
 


